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The world’s thinnest, lightest, toughest 
and clearest glass markerboard.
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The innovative EganAero has to be seen to be believed. Featuring Corning Gorilla Glass as a keystone component, it’s the thinnest, lightest, 

toughest, and clearest glass markerboard. With a remarkable standoff profile of sub 2mm, it’s up to 88% thinner than standard glass.  

Egan was the first to bring ultra-thin glass to the market, and only Egan offers Low-profile, Hover, and Boxcore formats to sult any design intent.

Best in Class. 
Best for Business.

»  World’s most legible
    glass markerboard.

»  Extremely low profile,              
  elegant installation.

»  Easy to move. 

»  Place on your desk 
    and brainstorm.

»  Re-orient portrait 
    or landscape.

»  Design backer 
    chosen shows true.

»  EganAero is more resistant to
    scratches, which trap dry-erase ink.
    Boards look beautiful longer.
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Every EganAero board features a durable, easy-to-clean surface, with neomagnet compatibility and high optical clarity 

and legibility. Unlike other glass markerboards that suffer from poor legibility due to depth of field issues, we guarantee 

that on an EganAero ink appears crisp, markings are shadowless, and the surface comes 100% clean. 

Mobile and totally versatile 

Move it around. Use it on the wall. Put it on a table. Merge several boards together. Engage your team with a versatile 

tool that works with how they think and interact. 

   Writing on EganAero is 
   smooth and easy, with crisp, 
   clear, legible results. 

   Superior optics and legibility 
  prevent shadows that impact
  clarity. 

  True, symmetrical design with 
  rectilinear shape, a 1/8” radius 
  corner and micro-bullnose edges.
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Unparalleled writing
performance Shadowless marking

 

Clean edges

Table-top use for 
team building Easy to relocate Create unique combinations

Unprecedented performance 
and functionality.
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Installation Options 

Available in a wide range of colors, post-industrial graphic options and exciting EganINK™ custom options, EganAero boards 

offer tremendous design possibilities that enhance your space – and redefine how you collaborate. 

EganINK

Match decor, incorporate logos or add other custom features with 

EganINK, which is protected sub-glass and ensures dry erase markings 

stay clear and shadow-free. 

Maple Veneer Light Oak VeneerGrey Oak VeneerBrushed Aluminum   WhiteCarbon Fiber Grey Blue

Postmodern Collection Modern Collection

EganAero Backer Selection

Egan Visual Inc.

Backed by more than 45 years of ingenuity, Egan is the trusted leader in visual communication systems for people who want empowering and engaging experiences

and environments. We offer a no-hassle experience with a wide breadth of standard, custom and bespoke visual communication systems, including professional grade 

markerboards, tackboards, mobiles, lecterns, centers, wall coverings, cabinets and glass markerboards. Egan Visual designs, manufactures and distributes its systems 

from facilities in the United States and Canada. For more information, visit www.egan.com. Environmentally responsible through design, quality, value, and timeliness. 

Egan has been certified to have established and maintained a Quality Management System and an Environmental Management System, which are registered to the 

ISO9001:2008 and ISO14001:2004 standards.  

Tel 1-800-263-2387 or 905-851-2826

Fax 1-888-609-8886 or 905-851-3426

sales@egan.com 
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» EganAero Flush mount is a low-profile installation that is sub-2mm proud when installed.

» EganAero Hover is a double-cleated Z-bracket installation, and the board hovers 7mm off the wall.

» EganAero Boxcore features an anodized aluminum frame that has an ultra-thin bezel viewed from the front, 19mm (3/4”)

   deep at the sides, sitting flush against the wall.

» All three models are magnet-compatible (EganAero Hover , and EganAero Boxcore feature increased magnet-holding capacity). 

» EganAero Presentation Cabinets also available.

Unlimited design palette.   


